
Chapter 1

On February 23, 1997, a team of researchers led by Dr. Ian Wilmut and 

Dr. Keith Campbell at the Roslin Institute in Edinburgh revealed a seven-

month-old sheep named Dolly to the world. Dolly was the first mammal 

cloned from a specialized adult cell.

The Roslin team, funded by Scottish biotechnology firm PPL 

Therapeutics (Haque, 1), took the nucleus of a single cell that originated from 

the udder of a six-year-old Finn Dorset ewe in her last trimester of pregnancy 

(Wilmut, 810-3). A 25-volt burst of electricity fused the donated nucleus with 

an oocyte (an immature unfertilized egg cell) that had had its nucleus 

removed ("Dawn," 6). The current also jump-started the egg into behaving as 

if it were newly fertilized (Kolata, 5). After growing and dividing for a week 

or so in a culture dish, the embryo that developed into Dolly was implanted 

into a third sheep, which played the role of surrogate mother (Coghlan, 1-2).

In the wake of the publicity that erupted around Dolly, Horizon (the 

BBC's flagship science series) managed to secure exclusive access to the 

researchers at Roslin in order to make a program about cloning research and 

its implications. According to Horizon producer Deborah Cadbury's notes, 

each key member of the Roslin team was interviewed in depth over the 

course of nine to ten filming days sometime in late May (Cadbury, 1).

Professor Jonathan Slack of the University of Bath was also 

interviewed by the BBC for the "Dawn Of The Clone Age," as the Horizon 

documentary came to be titled. The New Scientist had previously interviewed 

Slack over the phone for his reaction concerning Dolly when that story first 

broke out (Slack, 173). Slack had published in widely circulated journals such 

as Nature and Cell (Slack 62), as well as in specialist journals such as 

Development ("Developmental biology," 1). In his book Egg and Ego, Slack said, 



"I had always wanted to be on Horizon. Horizon is the only serious British 

television programme about science" (172).

Slack, a developmental biologist, was conducting research on the 

South African clawed frog Xenopus laevis  to better understand a molecular 

basis for body development. Xenopus laevis  was the first vertebrate species to 

be cloned and is subject of much developmental research. Xenopus eggs may 

be obtained in the hundreds on any day of the year through injection of a 

commercially available hormone called chorionic gonadotrophin (Slack, 77-

79), and developing Xenopus embryos are easy to manipulate under 

microscopy. They are also transparent late into development, which aids in 

visualizing the results of experiments ("Frog facts," 1-2).

Slack's laboratory found that fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) were 

the chemical activators responsible for the formation of the head-to-tail body 

pattern when the embryo is nothing more than a blastula (a hollow ball of 

cells) ("Developmental biology," 1). To quote from a press release from the 

University of Bath written in October 1997:

A type of signalling [sic] substance, called fibroblast 

growth factor, is released from cells in the future tail 

region. This stimulates other cells in the rear half of the 

body cells [the posterior end] to activate genes of the cdx 

class which in turn activate genes of the Hox class 

[numbers six and up].

Hox genes exist in all animals from worms to 

humans and are already known to be key regulators 

of head to tail pattern in embryos.

Developmental biology has undergone a 

renaissance in the last 15 years and progress in 



understanding of the molecular basis of development 

has been very rapid. It is now known that for 

fundamental processes, such as those discovered by 

Professor Slack, all vertebrate embryos (ie [sic], fish, 

frogs, birds, mammals) are very similar. It is 

therefore highly probable that similar genes will do 

the same job in human embryos.

Basic research in developmental biology promises 

to lead eventually to novel strategies for the 

treatment of degenerative diseases such as cancer, 

diabetes, arthritis or neurodegeneration. As Professor 

Slack says, "You can only really know how to fix 

something if you know how it was put together." (Rix 

1-2)

As a result of these experiments, headless and tailless frog larvae were 

produced; FGF overexpression resulted in headless tadpoles, while FGF 

inhibition resulted in tailless tadpoles ("Developmental biology," 1).

These type of experiments were not novel. In Science, Slack himself 

said, "There's absolutely nothing special about our work compared with 

work in many other laboratories" (Morton, 798). And an editorial debate 

sponsored by Elsevier Science stated that the Dutch Hubrecht Laboratory in 

Utrecht has "manipulated tadpoles for the past ten years without most people 

noticing it" ("Magazine Reviews," 1). A Scientific American article released in 

January 1998 elaborated:

Genetically created headless embryos are not at all new. 

Headless frog embryos have been made by various 

pseudogenetic techniques since the early 1990s. And in 



1994 headless mouse embryos resulted from studies of a 

gene known as Lim1 by William Shawlot and Richard R. 

Behringer of the M. D. Anderson Cancer Center in 

Houston. (Zorpette, 1)

However, the preceding press releases and news articles came only 

after a sensationalistic furor concerning Slack's announcements had been 

triggered, around a controversy concerning the ethics of creating 

anencephalic humans for medical purposes.

*

Writers for the Sunday edition of the London Times managed to see a 

preview of the documentary, which debuted on October 23, 1997 (Morton, 

798). As Slack recollects in Egg and Ego:

[A] week before the programme was due to be shown... 

Debbie [Cadbury, producer for "Dawn Of The Clone 

Age] rang me up. It was to warn me that a Sunday Times 

journalist called Steve Connor was writing a preview to 

the programme and would probably phone. "You can 

trust him; he is okay," she said. He did phone, and I said 

to him much the same things that I had said on the 

Horizon interview. The next day a press photographer 

came round and took hundreds of photos of me. So I 

knew that there would be an article in the Sunday Times, 

which is the highest-circulation quality Sunday paper in 

Britain, and I knew that there would probably be a 

picture of me. But I had the impression that this article 

was just some sort of preview of the television 

programme, to appear somewhere in the depths of the 



voluminous newspaper. (177)

Slack recounts that, "on Sunday [October 19, 1997] I was surprised to 

see the story at the top of the front page under a sensational headline about 

headless frogs, although it ["Dawn Of The Clone Age"] was mostly a long 

story about Dolly" (Morton, 798).

The Sunday Times article in question, written by Steve Connor and 

Deborah Cadbury, was titled "Headless frog opens way for human organ 

factory." The University of Bath was quick to post the aforementioned press 

release on their Website. To quote from the beginning of the press release, 

written by press officer Helen Rix:

Respectful note to media personnel.

Professor Jonathan Slack has not at any time 

produced headless frogs as some media have 

erroneously stated. His work has been on embryos 

grown to 7 day tadpoles only. To state otherwise would 

constitute libel with potential to threaten his safety and 

that of University staff. Please exercise caution. (1)

The first hints of a lack of responsibility on the part of the news media 

in the months to come are suggested here. The University of Bath, while 

polite ("Respectful note") is obviously concerned with libelous 

misrepresentation ("not at any time," "as some media have erroneously 

stated") and potentially threatening publicity (images of the occasionally 

violent anti-abortion group Project Rescue come to mind). In Egg and Ego, 

Slack recalled that he was mildly concerned even before the Sunday Times 

article came out:

I knew that the subject matter of the Horizon interview 

was sensitive, because it involved so many areas that are 



themselves individually sensitive: human embryo 

research, genetic engineering, animal experimentation, 

and transplantation. Just in case the Animal Liberation 

Front decided to come and blow me up, I decided it 

would be wise to remove the name plate that advertised 

my car parking space. (176-7)

The genie of hype was, however, already out of the bottle.

*

Let's go back to the beginning. Specifically, let's go back to the opening 

lines of the "The Dawn Of The Clone Age":

MAN: There are many people who think there's a 

territory called God's domain that we should not cross 

over into.

MAN: To me, although we've made a new life, a new 

embryo, it isn't really a person.

JONATHAN SLACK: Cloning a whole human embryo 

for spare part surgery that would be murder.

MAN: And it's possible to clone people without their 

consent.

MAN: We are in the shadow of that knowledge and it 

came to us without us being properly prepared. (1)

Notice how "Dawn Of The Clone Age" invokes religion in the very first 

sentence, setting a strangely familiar tone for the rest of the program. Jon 

Turney, in his book Frankenstein's Footsteps, notes that stories encode "a script 

in the sense coined by neurophysicist Roger Schank. For Schank, scripts of 

various kinds, from behavioural to emotional, are crucial to the operation of 

memory, and help us to navigate through a wide range of possible social and 



cultural encounters. Once a script has been laid down, a single cue can evoke 

an entire story, as an interpretative frame or context for what is being 

discussed" (Turney, 6).

The script suggested by the lead may in fact be the generic "knowledge 

narrative," which Jon Turney describes in Frankenstein's Footsteps:

Andrew Tudor's detailed analysis of 990 horror films 

distributed in Britain between 1931 and 1984... suggests, 

most generally, that such movies follow a three-part 

narrative pattern: instability is introduced into an 

apparently stable situation; the threat to instability is 

resisted; the threat is removed and stability is restored. 

Within this general scheme, he identifies three sub-types, 

one of which is the 'knowledge narrative', more 

familiarly known as the 'mad scientist' story. In such a 

narrative, someone, most often a scientist, uncovers 

knowledge which poses a threat to the everyday 

ordered world, either deliberately or by accident in its 

use. There is then an interval of rampage or destruction, 

with heroic efforts to resist or destroy whatever is doing 

the damage. In the closed version of the narrative, which 

is by far the most common, order is eventually restored 

and the boundaries between known and unknown are 

safely secured again. (32)

It is probably all right to assume that the 'there are things humanity 

was not meant to know' theme that opens up "Dawn Of The Clone Age" cues 

up a 'mad scientist' narrative pattern from those audience members who 

have a fair enough grasp of popular culture. But it is probably not all right to 



assume that this cue will be the sole and dominant influence over the course 

of an hour-long program. This cue is, however, not alone, and similar or 

related cues pop up all over the "Dawn Of The Clone Age." For instance:

NARRATOR: Science-fiction opened a Pandora's box, 

creating spare parts, bringing dictators back to life, 

shaping our own evolution. ("Dawn," 3)

"Dawn Of The Clone Age" repeatedly draws upon an implied context 

of popular culture and introduces these cues as foregrounded content. Note 

the references to the Greek myth about Pandora's box and the Ira Levin 

novel Boys From Brazil (later turned into a 1978 thriller with Laurence Olivier 

and Gregory Peck). While each cue by itself may not dominate, when 

considered altogether it is probably safe to say that there is a cumulative 

effect. It has already been demonstrated that the opening lines of the 

program suggest that curiosity is dangerous, and referencing the story of 

Pandora's box reinforces that implication.

Based on Charlotte Ryan's book Prime Time Activism, we might call this 

recurring use of cues a "frame." The process of creating news stories is 

defined as "framing." To clarify, framing is "how pieces of information are 

selected and organized to produce stories that make sense to their writers 

and audiences." Framing is selective, and is therefore a value-laden process -- 

"ordering information into a story requires some pre-existing notion of the 

story" (53). A frame is therefore the package through which an audience 

interprets content.

But frames don't only define issues. The subjective decisions made by 

journalists that determine the impression that content makes inevitably end 

up emphasizing some points over others. Through their interaction with 

audiences, frames dynamically influence perceptions and deliver messages. 



"To say each version of the story represents a different frame," says Ryan, 

"means that each has a distinct definition of the issue, of who is responsible, 

and of how the issue might be resolved" (56).

What, then, is "Dawn Of The Clone Age" presenting as the issue? How 

do the producers support this argument? And what solution might the 

documentary be suggesting for this situation?

Note how Slack's first statement in the Horizon program is sandwiched, 

between cues (delivered in a detached, authoritative manner) that signal the 

knowledge narrative, that carries within itself suggestions as to what the 

problem and solution might be. Slack's statement is used to add validity this 

logical argument with his air of authority in issues of biology.

It is now easy to understand how the Sunday Times stumbled onto a 

controversy waiting to happen, and why Slack might have been surprised by 

the "sensational headline about headless frogs." From what he knew of the 

documentary, he believed that the "Dawn Of The Clone Age" "was mostly a 

long story about Dolly." He had no way of knowing how the content he 

delivered was packaged in a frame that drew heavily upon a societal context 

of popular culture.

*

Let's now turn back to the Sunday Times story in question. It begins 

with speculative leap of logic:

Scientists have created an embryo of a frog without a 

head, raising the prospect of engineering headless 

human clones which could be used to grow organs and 

tissues for transplant surgery. (Connor, 1)

While Slack had cloned headless and tailless frog larvae, he had not 

grown them to adulthood. As the article goes on to note, "Under current 



Home Office rules, they [the tadpoles] are not considered animals until they 

are a week old, when they have to be destroyed" (Connor, 1). And one might 

normally assume that growing a headless frog would be difficult. As the 

article "The case for the headless frog acid test" in The Daily Telegraph put it, 

"Neither he [Slack] nor anybody else is likely to grow an actual tadpole with 

no head, let alone a frog, because even frogs need heads to develop properly" 

(Ridley, 1). In any case, Slack never implied that headless human embryos 

should be grown to adulthood, much less harvested for their organs, even if 

it were possible.

The Connor and Cadbury article in question didn't even quote 

Professor Slack about his results until the sixth paragraph of the story. Slack 

was quoted with the following paragraph preceding him in context:

Growing parts of human embryos to cultivate organs 

could bypass many legal restrictions and ethical concerns, 

because without a brain or central nervous system the 

"organ sacs" may not meet the technical definition of an 

embryo. The scientists nevertheless accept that many 

people would still find the research repugnant. (Connor, 

1)

The last sentence presents Professor Slack as a scientist who would 

engage in human experimentation no matter how repugnant people found 

such research. Actually, what Slack said in the "Dawn Of The Clone Age" was 

this:

It would certainly be unacceptable to create a whole 

human embryo by cloning for some purpose such as 

spare part surgery, that would be murder and quite out 

of the question. I think if it was just an isolated organ that 



is a greyer area and it's something which does very 

much depend on what society as a whole feels about it. I 

think if such a thing is [found] repugnant [by society as a 

whole] then it should not be proceeded with. If it's seen 

as being a new lifeline to people who are dying provided 

by biological technology and if it's generally welcomed, 

then it could be proceeded with. ("Dawn," 9) [Emphasis 

mine.]

Slack is not a scientist who accepts "that many people would still find 

the research repugnant" and nevertheless continues on with such research for 

some mysterious end left unstated in the article because a technical loophole 

allowed him to. The last paragraph of the University of Bath press release 

states:

Professor Slack said he felt this [growing isolated organs] 

was a theoretical possibility although its practical 

realisation was probably 10-15 years away. He said, 

"There are huge ethical and legal issues here. It is 

important to discuss these things before they become a 

practical reality in order to get the regulatory and legal 

framework right." He said, "In my view, creating 

anything that resembled a human embryo in 

appearance, or any procedure involving surrogacy 

would be out of the question." (Rix, 2)

Slack claimed that he wished to invite discussion before the issues 

became "a practical reality." He did not say that he necessarily was going to 

conduct any experiments, seeing as experimentation was a moot point, since 

"practical realisation was probably 10-15 years away" anyhow.



"practical realisation was probably 10-15 years away" anyhow.

Slack's comments were then followed by assorted commentary from 

'experts' against and for such research (in that order). Professor Andrew 

Linzey, an animal ethicist at Oxford University, said:

This sort of research beggars belief. It's scientific fascism 

because we would be creating other beings whose very 

existence would be to serve the dominant group. It is 

morally regressive to create a mutant form of life. 

(Connor, 1)

Putting aside for the moment the validity of such an ethical judgments, 

one still has to wonder what context that quotes like the one above came 

from. How was Slack's research presented to Linzey? What would Linzey 

have said if he was told that Slack also found cloning whole human embryos 

unacceptable? At most Slack said that he believed that cloning partial 

embryos was debatable, if not actually unacceptable. What line of inquiry 

used by the interviewer led to Linzey's statement? Would Linzey have 

reacted the same way had he known that Slack said he never wanted to 

conduct any such experiments, and instead stated that he only wanted to 

ponder the moral implications of such experimentation before it possibly 

took place? As Slack told the Daily Telegraph in England, "You can't stop things 

once they start, and it is sensible to talk about it now, even though there are 

all sorts of practical difficulties" (Highfield, 1).

Also note how Linzey brought up "fascism" and how he thought 

Slack's process would create "other beings whose very existence would be to 

serve the dominant group." Putting aside the issue of whether he is right or 

wrong, let us instead speculate on why would he use this particular line of 

reasoning. Remember how the Horizon documentary made an offhand 



allusion to The Boys From Brazil. In the novel/movie, after fleeing to Brazil, 

Nazi scientist Josef Mengele creates a number of clones of Adolf Hitler in 

order to bring about a Fourth Reich. While Linzey may not have thought of 

the The Boys From Brazil or even Brave New World at all, it is still useful to note 

that, for many, cloning implies eugenics, in specific the Nazi regime, which 

historically arranged its ideology around racist principles. In particular, any 

associations made between cloning and Mengele may easily bring to mind 

notions of atrocities committed upon unwilling subjects. (Though what is at 

heart in this controversy is, of course, whether the headless 'subjects' even 

have the potential for will or not.) Cloning, because of this societal context, is 

therefore naturally controversial. The Horizon documentary itself explicitly 

states that "cloning had long been regarded as the infant terrible of science" 

("Dawn," 3).

Perhaps Slack invited controversy upon himself with the provocative 

statements that he made in the Horizon documentary.

NARRATOR: Could this technology be used in humans 

to create spare parts?

SLACK: I think we probably do know enough about 

animal development that we could imagine 

reprogramming an egg in such a way that it didn't form 

a whole embryo, but it formed the organ you wanted 

plus the heart and circulatory system. Let's say you 

wanted a pancreas and you created an embryo consisting 

of a pancreas and a heart surrounded by skin. I think if 

you can grow it in a bottle perhaps one could begin to 

discuss whether this would be acceptable or not but at 

present I think the idea of growing it in a human female 



volunteer really is completely unacceptable. I'd feel a bit 

insecure about the possibility that such an organ could be 

grown in an animal host as well, although that's not 

currently practical, although it's something that might 

become a practical possibility in the next few years. (9)

Slack himself noted that his research "pointed to the implication that 

one can, in this way, grow specific organs, separately from the animal as a 

whole" ("Editorial," 1).

It's important to note, however, that Slack presented each of his 

observations in the Horizon documentary concerning partial embryos as 

speculations. "I think we probably do know enough about animal 

development that we could imagine..." "Let's say you wanted..." "I think if you 

can grow it in a bottle perhaps one could begin to discuss..." "...it's something 

that might become a practical possibility in the next few years." [Emphases 

mine.]

Also note how Slack couches any rhetoric concerning the cloning of 

isolated organs in the following excerpts from the Sunday Times article. "It 

occurred to me a half-way house could be reached. Instead of growing an 

intact article, you could genetically reprogramme the embryo to suppress 

growth in all the parts of the body except the bits you want, plus a heart and 

blood circulation." "More acceptable might be taking a single cell and 

somehow growing a complete organ in a bottle from it" (Connor, 1). 

[Emphases mine.]

Worlds Apart, a 1997 study sponsored by the Freedom Forum's First 

Amendment Center, made a telling observation:

Many of the misunderstandings between scientists and 

journalists proceed from the fact that the disciplines 



journalists proceed from the fact that the disciplines 

demand two completely different standards of evidence. 

To use a legal analogy: scientists work to meet the 

standards set for criminal cases (which must be proven 

"beyond a reasonable doubt"); journalists, because of 

deadline pressures, more often work at the level of civil 

cases (where preponderance of evidence is the standard 

of proof). (14)

Worlds Apart attributes this difference to lifestyle.

Scientists are notoriously reluctant to state 

unequivocally that their most recent discovery is a 

"newsworthy" event, a "breakthrough," which of course 

is what the journalist needs/wants. By its nature, the 

work of most scientists proceeds by degrees, step-by-

step, not with a "Good-Lord-Mabel-listen-to-this" leap 

forward. In many cases, the importance of scientific work 

is not immediately obvious, sometimes even to the 

scientist. In almost all cases, discoveries are only an 

incremental part of a larger undertaking. Working within 

the bounds of the accepted "scientific method" -- observe, 

hypothesize, test, replicate -- only the most foolhardy 

experimenters would make the kind of sweeping claims 

for their results that headline writers live for.

Journalists, for their part, contend that if they wait for 

every conceivable issue to be settled and every 

controversy to be resolved, the story will never be told. 

Not that reporters and editors don't respect the integrity 



of facts and interpretation. Like scientists, they must 

make the best judgment possible based on the 

information at hand. But journalists are compelled to 

make such calls on a day-to-day, sometimes minute-to-

minute basis, whereas scientists often have months or 

years to complete and publish their research. (15)

Slack, as a scientist, applies a criminal legal standard in career 

situations, and any speculation might be seen as only that, a thought 

experiment. However, journalists interpreting Slack might assume that the 

preponderance of evidence was evidence enough.

But even if Slack had couched his phrases clearly in speculation, his 

mention of organs "in a bottle" would have summons images of ectogenesis 

(life conceived of and born outside a womb), which in itself has been a matter 

of controversy for decades. Turney spends several chapters mapping out the 

impression ectogenesis made in the mass media since 1924, beginning with 

J.B.S. Haldane's essay Daedalus, up to modern times, with the media event 

surrounding the first test-tube babies.

An examination of the rest of the framing in the Sunday Times story 

reveals what values were layered onto Slack's comments when they were 

taken out of their original context. The title of the article carried with it the 

notion of the human organ factory, which no doubt found its origin in the 

quote mentioned in the Horizon documentary that was, in turn, taken from 

the novel Brave New World:

FILM COMMENTARY: Identical twins, but not in 

piddling twos and threes. The whole of a small factory, 

staffed with the products of a single Bochonovskified 

egg, 96 identical machines. ("Dawn," 3)



This image resonates with the ideological inertia of the dehumanizing 

themes that dominate the classic novel, thus installing into the story 

assumptions so taken for granted that they are not even noticed, much less 

questioned. Brave New World also links ectogenesis with eugenics, which has, 

as aforementioned, rather negative connotations nowadays. In total, these 

news leads and news bites bookend the article to provide a neat package for 

the story.

The assumptions carried by the packaging of the article would in turn 

be amplified in the media coverage to come. To better understand how this 

happens, Ryan comes up with the term "mobilizing frame." Mobilizing 

frames usually have three characteristics, according to Ryan:

• The issue, the responsibility, and the solution are all 

defined collectively.

• They are conflictual: there is a clearly defined 

opponent, "them," and a clearly identified challenger, 

"us."

• They launch a moral appeal. What's happening to the 

challenger is unjust, unfair, plain wrong, and violates 

basic social standards in some regard. (71)

The frame of the Sunday Times story was definitely a mobilizing one. It 

invited controversy over a problem that was presented as a collective one, 

and a clearly defined conflict was drawn up between freedom of inquiry and 

ethics in regards to science. Moral appeals were launched on behalf of both 

sides; one that was for the benefits that the research could provide (e.g. "It 

would also solve the increasing shortage of transplant organs") that also at 

times denied the presence of conflict ("There are no ethical issues because you 

are not doing any harm to anyone," to quote Lewis Wolpert, professor at 



University College London), and one that was against the horrors that the 

research could unleash, as mentioned already. (Connor, 1)

In retrospect, the Connor and Cadbury article may have very well 

inherited the momentum towards mobilization from "Dawn Of The Clone 

Age." The program began with "There are many people who think," which 

signals that everything that follows is a collective issue. To quote:

REPORTER: The Pope implied such experiments were 

dangerous. Today Italy banned cloning experiments. So 

did Argentina.

REPORTER: President Clinton favours a total ban on 

human cloning. (2)

Whatever the problem implied by "Dawn Of The Clone Age" is, it 

involves cloning, since the entire documentary is after all devoted to the 

subject, and the villain of the story must be those who are wandering into a 

territory that "many people" think is "God's domain that we should not cross 

over into." (Although the villains suggested by this story and others to come 

may not in fact lie solely in the field of cloning. More later.)

*

The Sunday Times story proceeded to migrate out from London to 

media outlets all over the world through wire services such as Associated 

Press and Reuters. The AP stories edited Slack's comments to all but a 

sentence, while the 'expert' defending him was edited down to a sentence 

fragment ("British scientists," 1). The titles appended to the AP story also were 

modified over time and from newspaper to newspaper. Examples of such 

changes include "Headless embryo created [note the lack of the word 'frog']," 

"Headless frogs: are humans next? [note the lack of the words 'tadpole' or 

'larvae' or 'embryo']," "Headless frog embryo could lead to human clone 



creation [note the implied causality with 'could']."

Slack recollected that the day the Sunday Times article came out, 

"requests for interviews from Sky, HTV, CBS, ABC, etc., etc." bombarded the 

University of Bath's Public Relations department (Slack, 177). As time went 

on, "the story had run round the world," according to Slack in Egg and Ego:

Nowhere was too remote to feature the headless frog. It 

was in local newspapers in small corners of the American 

Midwest; it was in papers in Seoul, Korea; it was in 

papers in Brazil; it was in Russia; it was in the Hebrew 

press in Israel (in this paper I had the distinction of 

appearing next to a story about a wedding in Taiwan 

conducted in the nude!). Anywhere around the world 

where I had a contact, I could be sure that they would 

have seen the story. The apotheosis came on the 

Saturday night, on the British satirical television 

programme Have I Got News for You, always a feast of 

highbrow bad taste. Sure enough, the headless frog 

made a brief appearance, and after that the general 

consensus was that I had well and truly arrived among 

the literati. (184)

As Slack pointed out in the above excerpt, the image of the headless 

frog not only went global, but migrated across to other media as well, to 

better saturate the public and thus gain a larger audience. (Also important to 

note is the fact that it eventually jumped from a news context to a satirical 

context.) The CBS This Morning newscast on the story is one example of 

where the headless frog story went both global and into a new medium. The 

anchor, Jane Robelot, prefaced Tom Fenton's report with an observation that 



Slack's experiments seemed "to go beyond science and into the realm of 

science fiction." This seemingly innocuous statement functions as a cue, asking 

the audience to draw upon its imagination as a means of interpreting the 

news to come. Less innocuously, Robelot also noted that "England is 

becoming ground zero for experiments," "ground zero" being a rather potent 

reminder of the power of science in a world continuing on in the aftermath of 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki (Fenton, Robelot, 1).

The AP story by Nadia Hall entitled "Expert predicts headless human 

clones will grow organs in 10 years" (also titled Expert predicts headless 

fetuses will be grown to harvest organs in 10 years" and "Expert predicts 

human cloning soon") is obviously dependent on an 'expert' to legitimize 

speculation. The emphasis of the news frame on immediacy and thus 

relevance is also evident with used of words like "soon." Dr. Patrick Dixon is 

introduced to the audience "a leading authority on the ethics of human 

cloning" and as the author of The Genetic Revolution, "which forecast the 

cloning of animals." Dixon is quoted as saying, "I predict that there will be 

great pressure to combine cloning technology with the creation of partial 

fetuses, missing heads, arms or legs as organ factories for tomorrow's 

people," conjuring up images of dismembered children for immediate 

sensationalism as well as using the politically loaded term 'fetus.' He is also 

quoted as saying, "The demand is there, the technology is almost there as 

well," thus making the leap of logic from possibility to actuality, and he gives 

a concrete deadline for this prediction as well: "the next 5-10 years." In 

addition, the article said that Slack told the Sunday Times that "using intact 

human embryos would not be possible because they would have to be 

killed," which is completely wrong. The block of commentary ends not with 

the 'expert' who defended Slack (who is only quoted in part anyway) as with 



the first AP story, but with the 'expert' who attacked him instead. Dixon's last 

sentence in the article is, "Scientists have been making up the rules as they go 

along," which makes scientists out to be not only arrogant but reckless as 

well. (Hall, 1)

Dixon can be considered media friendly, since he feeds a need for 

immediate relevance. As Worlds Apart observes:

"When we talk about the marriage of science and 

journalism, our dilemma is clear," says science writer 

Kathy Sawyer of The Washington Post. "Science is slow, 

patient, precise, careful, conservative and complicated. 

Journalism is hungry for deadlines and drama, fast, 

short, very imprecise at times." (14)

The above AP story is bookended with unfavorable opinions on both 

ends for a negatively amplified version of the original spin. The fact that this 

story is (almost plagiaristically) nothing more than a repackaged version of 

the original story is evidence of the use of sensationalism in order to cover up 

the absence of any additional reporting that was done to follow up the 

original story, a lapse due most probably to deadline pressure. More 

importantly, this story reveals a trend -- implied values are beginning to 

migrate out of the news frame and are being expressed as content from the 

mouths of sources.

In contrast, the news frame for a story released on October 21, 1997, 

"Ethical question: from headless tadpoles to cloning human parts?" is 

definitely more supportive of scientific inquiry and experimentation, though 

it still urges caution. More reporting was evidently accomplished, due most 

probably to a relaxed sense of timeliness. The story opens with:

Headless tadpoles created in an English laboratory may 



point the way to cloning spare parts for humans, posing 

new ethical questions at the frontiers of science. It may 

take a decade or more to get from baby frogs to 

humans, but the technique offers two big advantages: 

the organ would be perfectly matched to the patient, and 

it would help solve a chronic shortage of donor organs. 

(Barr, 1)

The article correctly points out that headless frog tadpoles are what 

have been created, and not headless adult frogs. It also notes that the issue is 

not an immediate one, and focuses on the questions that the prospect of 

organ cloning has brought up.

The story is made up for the most part of statements from talking 

heads. Michael Reiss, the first commentator in the article, is a senior lecturer 

in biology at Homerton College, Cambridge, and also a Church of England 

priest. He was "'initially repelled by news of headless frogs.' 'But as soon as I 

realized we are talking about tadpoles, and that the medical benefits could be 

considerable, then I thought: maybe this would be a good thing'" (Barr, 1).

Reiss's statements, and the other, newer opinions that were also 

solicited for the article, suggest a greater familiarity with Slack's actual 

statements:

Jeffrey Reiman, professor of philosophy at American 

University in Washington, D.C., wondered about the 

implications of creating headless humans. "If you create 

bodies without heads -- well, they're not slaves, I'm not 

sure they are humans," he said.

He saw no moral violation in creating substitute 

organs, but said others might have esthetic or religious 



objections. "We're always playing God -- treating disease 

or putting a Dacron artery in someone, we're playing 

God," Reiman said.

The Rev. Michael Banner, professor moral theology at 

King's College, London, urged the government to 

monitor such research.

The crucial issues are "whether developments of this 

technology in effect risks our regard for human life, risks 

the sacredness of human life, and treats some humans as 

less worthy of protection than all humans deserve," 

Banner said.

..."If the idea is to grow tissues, or grow organs, I 

would imagine that there would hardly be any 

controversy over that," said Robert Wachbroit, research 

scholar at the Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy 

at the University of Maryland. "Where it might become 

problematic is if one grows a kind of freak of nature a 

person without a brain, for example, or something that 

would seem grotesque." (Barr, 1-2)

The original story is, as can be witnessed, being relegated to the 

background as context for what the media event now is, a contest of 

opinions. The news has created a controversy that has itself become news. 

The term 'headless clone' became an artifact of popular culture, like the terms 

"playing God" or "freak of nature." Indeed, the above story ends by quoting 

Reiss, who urges that the discussion concerning the prospect of headless 

clones continue beyond the article to become a part of societal discourse:

"I want patients involved; I want so-called ordinary 



people involved, because I don't want to live in a society 

where people feel increasingly uncomfortable about 

what goes on in hospitals or laboratories," Reiss said. 

(Barr, 2)

Scientists have often felt uneasy around journalists precisely for the 

type of reporting that blows things out of proportion. Worlds Apart was 

based on interviews with more than 1,400 scientists and journalists. It 

discovered how low scientists' opinion of the press was:

In the past five years, First Amendment Center surveys 

of clergy, corporations, the military, even politicians 

have shown that none were as distrustful of the news 

media as the scientists surveyed for Worlds Apart. Only 

11 percent of the scientists said they had a great deal of 

confidence in the press. Twice that many said they had 

hardly any confidence at all. (xii)

Tom Wilkie, "a veteran science journalist who now heads the 

biomedical ethics section at the Wellcome Trust in London," in defending 

Sunday Times reporting against accusations of sensationalism in Science, 

seemed if anything to point out the problem of sensationalism in journalism -

- "The responsibility of newspapers is not to the producers [of knowledge] 

but to the consumers" (Morton, 1-2). Here, the veneer of objectivity is 

sacrificed during wars fought for audiences against deadlines with weapons 

of spin, and false alarms of immediacy and inaccurate hyperbole are 

promoted for profit and perhaps, at times, to mask hasty reporting.

Even the media to some extent noted excesses, as is evidenced by this 

excerpt from the October 20, 1997 CBS Evening News :

FENTON: Despite newspaper horror stories about 



headless human bodies, the goal of such research is to 

manipulate genetic material in a responsible way for 

medical purposes; for example, to use a few cells to grow 

a heart in a laboratory for eventual use in a transplant 

operation...

Prof. SLACK: It's probably less difficult to do some of 

those awful things than it is to do the -- you know, the 

more medically respectable things.

FENTON: They hope that the specter of hideous human 

clones will not curb research that could lead to dramatic 

progress in transplant operations. (Fenton, Rather, 1)

The initial media event in October 1997 was, however, relatively brief, 

lasting only around a week or two before dying down in the news media. It 

remained entrenched, however, in the collective imagination, to resurface 

months later on January 19, 1998.


